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Abstract-A
new upper bound of 0.6126 packets/slot is established for
the through-put of a time-slotted multi-access broadcast channel subject to
an infinite population of user stations (whose transmissions are modeled by
a Poisson process) using (O)-, (l)-, (e)-feedback to denote a slot with none,
one, or at least two packets, respectively.

Theorem: q < 0.6126 for any CRA.

Using information theoretic arguments, Pippenger [9],
[l] obtained an upper bound of 0.744 on g, and his
argument was sharpenedby Hajek [3] to yield a bound of
0.711. Humblet [4] similarly establishedan upper bound of
I. INTRODUCTION
0.704. Subsequently, Molle [6], [7] introduced a “genie”
HE GENERATION of information packets by re- argument to establish an upper bound of 0.674. After the
mote stations will be modeled by a Poisson point original submission of the present paper, an upper bound
process {a 5 (Y,< * +. < QI~5 b} on the time interval, T of 0.587 was established by Tsybakov and Mikhailov [ 111.
= [a, b], with intensity X 2 0. Each of the W packets can One part of their argument is similar to our argument
thus be identified with the time that it was generated. A following the lemma in Section III below. They also have a
conflict resolution algorithm (CRA) is a protocol that the counterpart to our lemma, but their state is different from
remote stations follow to accessa central broadcast chan- ours in that it includes the amount of the interval T which
nel. Time is divided into slots numbered k = 1, 2, . . +. At has been completely processedby slot k. We believe that
the beginning of the kth slot, the CRA designatesa subset by combining the lemmas of [ 1l] and the present paper, a
(Pi of T. Each packet in (pkis then transmitted during that still lower bound can be obtained. The greatest known
slot. A transmitted packet successfully reachesits destina- efficiency that can be achieved by CRA’s for all large
tion only if no other packet is transmitted in the same slot. E[ W] is about 0.488, and this is known to be the maximum
If more than one packet is transmitted in a slot, the achievableasymptotic efficiency in the classof all first-come
first-serve single-interval CRA’s [S].
packets “collide” and must be retransmitted.
It is assumed that, by listening to the channel output
dtiring slot k, each station learns Z,, where Z, = 0, Z, = 1,
II. AUXILIARY~NFORMATIONAND
STATESOF
or Z, = e, depending on whether zero, one, or more than
KNOWLEDGE
one packet was transmitted during the slot. The set (Pi
One idea of our proof, suggestedfirst by Molle [6], is to
specified by the CRA must be a function of the past
channel information (Z,, . . . ,Z,- ,) so that the algorithm consider the CRA’s which use certain additional informacan be implemented in a distributed fashion. See [3] for tion which is not provided under the original channel
other interpretations of the interval [a, b] and for an model. More specifically, at the end of slot k all stations
explanation of why this framework includes randomized are told to subset @.kof the set {(Y,,. . *, +} of packet
strategies such as the basic Capetanakis-Tsybakov- locations, where &.k is determined according to the rules
Mikhailov algorithm [2], [lo], [ 11,[5], where the users make specified below. We will then allow the set (Pi chosen by a
decisions on the basis of independent coin flips [S], as well CRA to depend on Z,; . .,Z,- ,, &?,,a* .,ak- ,. Since the
auxiliary information could be ignored, any upper bound
as on the feedback information.
The algorithm is completed when it becomesknown that on the efficiency of such possibly unrealizable algorithms is
all packets have been successfullytransmitted. Let 7 be the also an upper bound on the efficiency of the original class
(random) number of slots until completion. The efficiency of algorithms. Our bound is tighter than that of Molle [6],
of a CRA is defined to be TJ= E[ FV]/E[7]. The purpose of since we consider a smaller amount of auxiliary information.
this paper is to prove the following theorem.
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TABLE I
THE SET@~ASAFUNCTIONOF(Z~,N~(B'),N~(F'),N~(~'))
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with qk) is gkk-, measurable, 7vhere 9k = a(Z,; . *,Z,,
@ ,,*..,@ .k) is the u-field generated by Z,, . . . , Z,,
a?,,.. *,&/(.
Let &, & C {q,- - *, (Ye}, be the subset of packets
which still remain to be transmitted at the end of k - 1
slots.Forexample,#, = {(Y, . ..cu.}.ForanysetA,A
C T,
let N,(A) be the number of packets in A f7 #k.
An important property of our rule for specifying the
sets ei is that, for any CRA and at the beginning of the
k th slot, the conditional distribution of J/k given Fk-,
can be parameterized by a set I?. The set I consists of
elements of the form (/3,;. .,/3,, F, u,; . .,a,), where
{P,}; * a>{PI>, F, ~1,. . .>um are disjoint subsetsof T. Corresponding to each (p,;..,fiI,
F, ul;..,um)
in I is the
following distribution of packets in T.

where
B’ c {L-,P,>

(2)

F’ c F
m
u’= u a;

(3)
(4

i=l

where q C a,.
We shall now assumethat the set @ .kof packet locations
revealed to the CRA at the end of the k th slot is specified
as a function of (Z,, N,(B’), NJ F’), Nk(u’)) by Table I.
Note that, except in the fourth case, enough packets are
revealed to the CRA to account for the value of Z,. The
packets are revealed with the following priority: first
packets from F’ are revealed (if there are any) and then
packets from (I’ are revealed.Packetswithin these sets are
given priority according to time of arrival. In addition,
a) There is a packet at each of /3,, * * *, PI.
b) The distribution of packets in F is Poisson with whenever one packet is revealed from a set a,, a second
packet in ui is also revealed; then, uj is partitioned into two
intensity X .
c) The distribution of packets in a, is Poisson with sets so that the locations of the two packets in the first set
intensity X conditioned on the event that there are at are known, and the packets in the second set are distributed at a Poissonpoint processwith intensity X.
least two packets in a,.
Note that since the CRA already knows N,(B’) at the
d) The distribution of packets in distinct sets
beginning
of slot k, after it also learns Z, and @ k it can
. . . , a,,,,F are independent.
determine
which
case of Table I was applied by counting
e) % l packets are contained in.{ pi,. . .,PJ U FU 01 U
the
number
of
packets
in &?.k.Thus, not only do the packet
a* u **- uu,.
locations in ak convey information, the number of packets
The elements of I may be thought of as states of in ek by itself conveys information. For example, even
knowledge. At the beginning of the first slot, the state knowing that @ .k= + conveysinformation to the CRA.
correspondsto I = m = 0 and F = T. Supposeafter k - 1
It is not difficult to check that if the distribution of qk
slots that the conditional distribution of I/J~correspondsto correspondsto an element of I’, then given ek and Z, the
(PI .* - B/, F, ~1,. . . , a,,,)in I’. Any set qk which a CRA can conditional distribution of &+, again corresponds to an
specify for slot k can be expressedas
element of r. For example, supposethat the set qk of the
form (l)-(4) enabled by a CRA in slot k satisfies B’ = $.
a,. = B’ u F’ u u’
(11 Supnosethe CRA then learns that Z, = 1 and is given the
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set Gk, which happens to contain one packet. This information implies that the second-from-last case in Table I is
true. Packet ab has been successfully transmitted and a;
joints the list of packets with known locations. Also, the
distribution of packets in the unresolved portion of ui
(where cr, satisfies ah, (II; E ui) is then Poisson with intensity A. We see that the new state of knowledge for this
example is
where pi’ = p,, for 1 5 j I 1, /3;;, = a;,
F” = (F U (a, n {a: a > a;}))

rl cpf,

f’(X, = (a, b, c>l$k-1).
Case B’ # 0 : In this case
‘Lxk

’ ‘lgk-lI
=[(-UWP-l,O,l

DOMINATION

[

V] =E

i
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V

k=l

q(x) =[(l,

=

E

5 E

5
1 k=l

+ (O,l,O)(l - (1 + x)e-‘)I

fi
[ k=l

:

E[xk

x,

% =po,o,lex/x = p(Nk(u’) = O>,
= l),

U e, 1 = P2, -l,oex

= P( Nk(u’) 2 2 and Nk(u:) L 2,
where a/ satisfies min (6’ n It,) C u:)
u e.2

= P4, -2,o@

= P(N,(u’)

2 2 andN,(u;) = 1,

where a; satisfies min (u’ fl #,) C cr;).
Fact: u, 5: (l/2). To see this note that
= 1)

= 5 P(N(u,‘)

= l),;iP(N(u;)

= 0)

i=l

. v$k-cq)

-(

( TkTk-,

Tk-,]‘{kST)

(0,6126)$,,,)

[ k=l

x = P(N,(u’)

Ul =Pl,-1,1e

1
* vI

. v,

where

1

E[

+ (O,O, 1>uoxe-x

+ (3, - l,O)(l - uo)xeKx

2

i=l
E

-1>oh-,,cl

-1, l)u,eex + (2, -l,O)ue,le-x

u, = P(N(u’)

Lk=l

=

(2,

+ (4, -2,0)u,,2e-X

OF INCREMENTS

Now supposea particular CRA is chosen. The algorithm
can be extended to slots beyond r by setting (Pi = 0, for
k > 7. We denote the indicator random variable of an
event A by la. Defined Y, = (Yk(‘), Yi2), Y,“)) E 2: by
YL’) = I and ,Yi2) = m, where (/3,;--,&, F, u,;~~,u~) is
the state after the k th slot, and YL3)= X$,,lcz.= 11,which
is the number of packets successfully transmi/tted in the
first k slots. Note that Yk is Fk-measurable.Define Y, =
(O,O,0), and let X, = Y, - Y,- ,.
Lemma: For all k 2 1, E[X, * T/I gk,-,] < 0.6126,where
v = (0.3875, 0.5708, 1).
Assuming the lemma for a moment, we first establish the
theorem. Clearly Y, . V = (O,O,IV) . V = Wso that E[Y, *
I’] = E[W]. On the other hand,
E[Y/

+

+w&3,cl,01
. v
~max{(-l,0,1)~V,(2,-1,0)~V,(1,0,0)~V}
< 0.6126.
Case B’ = 0: Let x = X . pL(F’) where p( F’) is the
Lebesgue measure of F’. Then E[X, * VITk,-,] = q(x) is
given by

and a;’ = 4 n (a’)‘. The new value of (1, m) is (I + 1, m
- 1). All other examples check out similarly, so by induction on k the conditional distribution of Gk+, given 9k
corresponds to an element of I for all k 10.
III.
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1

4iII

(l

-4i)

‘ss(q),

j#i

where

1

= 0.6126 5 P(k 5 7) = 0.6126E[r].
k=l

The fourth equality is justified by the fact that {k 5 T} is
an Tkk-, measurable event since {k 5 T} = { 7 I k - 1}.
Hence, E[W]/E[7]
I 0.6126, which proves the theorem.
Proof of Lemma:
Let (Pi = /3’U F’ U u’ represent the set of stations designated by the CRA in slot k as in (l)-(4). Define p,, b,c =

qi =

P(N(u,‘)

= l),

1 SiSm

and
4 =

(41?.

* %J.

Note that
a) 0 I qi I (l/2) for 1 I i 5 m;
b) S is a continuous function of q on [0, l/2]“;
c) Sisaffineinq,for
1 Silm.
Therefore, S achieves its maximum value at one of the
extreme points of [0, l/2]“. Straightforward evaluation at
the extreme points of [0, l/2]” yields the result S I l/2.
This establishesthe fact.
We wish to find an upper bound for q(x), for every
value of x 2 0. Using the fact above, we have the following
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constraints:
O IU,Sl
O lU,I$
0 I Id,,, Il.
0 I u,,2 I 1

(5)

iliary information that we consider here is very similar to
Molle’s “genie” in [7], although his analysisis quite different.
We also wish to thank an anonymous reviewer for
severaluseful suggestionsfor improving our presentation.

u. + u, + Id,,, + u, 2 = 1.
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